
Young Adult Interview Questions on Unconditional Love 
 
 

Please answer the following questions regarding your view of your parent’s 
relationship and approach to you.   
 
0________1________2_______3________4________5________6________7________8_______9_______10 
0= completely not true             5= somewhat true and false                         10= completely true 
 
Please offer suggestions after each rating of ways your parent can better 
demonstrate the quality or behavior you just rated. 
 

1. I believe I am able to get your attention when I want to. ______ 
What one or two ways could your parent say or do that would increase this 
score. 

2. I believe you try to show that you want to listen and understand me.______ 
              What one or two ways could your parent say or do to improve on this? 
       3.   You tell or show me that you think I am important to you. ______ 

What one or two ways could your parent show you that you are important to 
me? 

4. You show acceptance of my feelings and emotions without ignoring these or 
being judgmental._____ 
What one or two ways could your parent do better at accepting your 
feelings? 

5. You allow me to be different from you in my beliefs, values, feelings and 
actions._____ 

 What one or two ways could your parent improve in this area? 
6. You show unconditional love for me because I am your child regardless of my 

achievements or shortcomings._____ 
What one or two ways could your parent do better at showing unconditional 
love for you? 

7. You allow me to develop my own identity.______ 
 What one or two ways could your parent do better at this? 

8. You allow and support my freedom and independence while still connecting 
to me.______ 

 What one or two things could your parent allow you more freedom and 
 independence? 

9. You allow me to make mistakes and fail while continuing to love and accept 
me._____ 

 In what one or two ways could your parent do better on this? 
10. You show a willingness to listen, consider, change your mind and otherwise 

be influenced by me while maintaining your values and beliefs_____ 
 In what ways could your parent do better on this? 
 
Note:  If both parents were available to the young adult, the recommendation would 
be to have the one-to-one conversation to review your responses and theirs 


